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Functionally Graded Materials (FGM) are a sub-domain of Bio-inspired materials in 
which properties change gradually with position within the component. The gradient in 
properties results from intentionally-induced variations in chemical composition and/or 
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structure in selected regions of the material. Careful design of the spatial gradation is of 
prime importance. Very often, the absence of a smooth gradient causes severe interfacial 
mismatches of physical, chemical and/or mechanical properties, resulting in degraded 
component’s performance. Although in the last decade significant research efforts have 
been undertaken in order to understand and model the influence of the enormous number 
of parameters dictating the performance of FGMs, and to develop/improve the processing 
techniques for these materials, only limited examples in functionally graded bulk 
materials are known, which are clearly far beyond the potential importance of such 
materials. The reason lies on the fact that an interdisciplinary understanding of basic 
mechanisms like: processing, phase equilibria, physical and mechanical characterisation, 
among others, is necessary. In this respect, the modelling of some of these issues has not 
even started. Taking all this into account, this special issue intends to contribute to 
advance the state-of-the art regarding FGM materials.  

With that in mind, some international experts in the field contributed to this issue, 
and an International Conference, ‘11th International Symposium on Multiscale, 
Multifunctional and Functionally Graded Materials’ that was held in Minho University in 
September 2010, was also promoted, from which some of the most valuable 
contributions were also added. The result is this special issue with papers covering FGM 
production and characterisation, modelling of the behaviour of such materials, and 
applications. This issue provides therefore a forum for scientists, researchers and 
application and design engineers working in the field of FGMs. 


